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Cloud SaaS Provider Protects Its Financial and HR 
Management Platform with Hybrid DDoS and WAF Solution 

THE CHALLENGE
The company suffered several DDoS 
attacks that its cloud DDoS provider, 
Akamai Prolexic, had difficulty handling. 
Because these outages were affecting 
the SaaS provider’s business and 
reputation, it had to find a better 
solution to strengthen its DDoS  
attack protection.

SOLUTION
The customer purchased AMS, Radware’s 
hybrid DDoS solution, which integrates 
on-premise DDoS protection with 
cloud-based mitigation for volumetric 
attack protection.

WHY RADWARE
Radware’s Attack Mitigation Service 
(AMS) mitigated the attack faster, taking 
only seconds, whereas NETSCOUT 
took minutes, and Radware AMS was 
easier to manage. 

BENEFITS
The SaaS provider now ensures that  
its strict SLA requirements are being 
met thanks to Radware’s DDoS solutions. 
Time to mitigation is significantly 
faster and false positives have been 
virtually eliminated. 

This SaaS company provides enterprise cloud  
applications for finance and human resources in  
addition to financial management, human capital 
management and analytics solutions. It also provides 
open, standards-based web services application 
programming interfaces and prebuilt packaged  
integrations and connectors. 

THE CHALLENGES
This SaaS company was looking for a solution that provides 
comprehensive Level 3 to Level 7 protection while meeting 
stringent compliance and application performance  
requirements. The company suffered several DDoS attacks 
that its cloud DDoS provider Akamai Prolexic had difficulty 
handling. Akamai Prolexic’s mitigation capabilities were 
manual and slow to respond to certain attack vectors. Low 
and slow attacks, along with others, were causing service 
outages that impacted SLAs. Because these outages were 
affecting the SaaS provider’s business and reputation, the 
company had to find a better solution to strengthen its DDoS 
attack protection.
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The organization had several major concerns: 

	Accuracy of mitigation 

	Time to mitigate 

	Low to no false positives 

	Protection from volumetric and nonvolumetric attacks

	Finding a security partner that it could work with as the company’s needs expanded and changed 
 
With these technical capabilities defined, the SaaS provider began evaluating a series of DDoS protection 
solution vendors. 

THE SOLUTION
The SaaS provider ran a POC with Radware, Akamai Prolexic, NETSCOUT Arbor DDoS and Imperva. During 
testing, NETSCOUT Arbor required a higher level of expertise to manage and significant manual tuning to 
mitigate attacks. Radware’s Attack Mitigation Service (AMS) was faster to mitigate the attack, taking only 
seconds, whereas NETSCOUT took minutes, and Radware AMS was easier to manage. 

The customer was impressed with the caliber of Radware’s technical experts who guided the customer 
through the design — and the level of attention that experts from Radware provided throughout the service 
testing and implementation. 

The customer’s infrastructure team was concerned about adding new devices as part of the network traffic 
path due to the possibilities of additional latency and potential points of failure. Radware suggested out-of-path 
deployment for on-premise devices. Only network traffic that requires inspection is diverted to the mitigation 
device, which receives a copy of the traffic to be scanned for attacks. This eliminates latency and the additional 
risk of failure. Once an attack is detected, only relevant traffic is diverted through the device, and the attack 
is prevented in seconds. “Clean” traffic is allowed to flow through the network freely.

The customer purchased AMS, Radware’s hybrid DDoS solution, which integrates on-premise DDoS protection 
with cloud-based mitigation for volumetric attack protection. AMS comprises a number of Radware offerings:

	DefensePro, Radware’s on-premise DDoS mitigation appliance 

	Cloud DDoS Protection Service, a cloud-based DDoS protection service for volumetric attacks

	AppWall, Radware’s web application firewall for application security 

In addition, the solution also included DefenseFlow, Radware’s cybercontrol and network DDoS attack 
prevention solution to orchestrate the aforementioned devices via a single pane of glass. Based on customer 
feedback, Radware provided the “Best Technology and Performance” to address the customer’s concerns.

	Radware’s AMS provides hybrid defense against multivector volumetric and nonvolumetric attacks. 
DefensePro provides behavioral real-time and automated detection and mitigation using multiple attack 
engines to detect and block various attack vectors. Each attack engine works independently to characterize 
multivector attacks, treating a multivector attack as a collection of attacks. Using DefenseMessaging, 
DefensePro sends security policy and attack information to the Cloud DDoS Protection Service to defend 
against volumetric attacks. 

https://www.radware.com/products/attack-mitigation-service/
https://www.radware.com/products/defensepro/
https://www.radware.com/products/cloud-ddos-services/
https://www.radware.com/products/appwall/
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	Radware AppWall provides complete protection against web application attacks, advanced HTTP attacks, 
Brute Force attacks on login pages, and more. AppWall detects the attacks and sends signals via  
DefenseMessaging to DefensePro for mitigation. Because of the customer’s specific application’s behavior, 
Radware worked with the customer to build AppWall code specific to the customer’s application to 
defend against low and slow attacks. 

	DefenseMessaging removes a layer of complexity with out-of-path configurations, further reducing the 
time to mitigate. It synchronizes traffic statistics, attack information, floating policies and baselines across 
the various elements of the AMS solution to create a truly integrated system. Although each one of the 
elements has its own role and operates individually to provide best-of-breed protection in its own domain, 
DefenseMessaging enables all elements to operate as a single system, which provides optimal detection 
and mitigation capabilities to provide increased visibility and control when protecting critical assets. 

	DefenseFlow acts as a cyberdefense control plane collecting measurements and statistics from various 
network elements and applying behavioral algorithms for accurate detection, without false positives. It uses 
behavioral detection and mitigation mechanisms for the fastest and most accurate mitigation in the industry.

	The SaaS provider’s infrastructure team was concerned about adding new devices as part of the network 
traffic path due to the possibilities of additional latency and potential points of failure. Radware was able 
respond with an out-of-path deployment of both DefensePro and AppWall. Only network traffic that requires 
inspection is diverted to the mitigation device, which receives a copy of the traffic to be scanned for attacks. 
This eliminates latency and the additional risk of failure. Once an attack is detected, only relevant traffic  
is diverted through the device and the attack is prevented in seconds. “Clean” traffic is allowed to flow 
through the network freely.

BENEFITS
The SaaS provider now ensures that its strict SLA requirements are being met thanks to Radware’s DDoS 
solutions. The cloud provider leverages the unique machine-learning capabilities of AMS to detect traffic 
anomalies against network baselines and automated signature creation to mitigate threats in real time 
versus relying on rate-based mitigation strategies or “black holing.” As an additional benefit, AppWall is 
able to handle low and slow attacks, one of the customer’s major concerns.

The provider now has complete Level 3 to Level 7 security protection, in addition to web application and 
volumetric attack coverage. Time to mitigation is significantly faster, and false positives have been virtually 
eliminated. The SaaS provider is confident in its partnership with Radware over the life cycle of its investment.

https://www.radware.com/LegalNotice/
https://www.radware.com/products/defenseflow/

